LIP FILLERS
EXPOSED
nine burning truths you need to know before getting them!

THE BLACK
MARKET

IS YOUR PRACTITIONER
TRAINED TO DISSOLVE?
Dermal fillers gone wrong can lead to
serious complications if they are left
untreated and not dissolved. Please make
sure your practitioner is fully insured and
trained to dissolve hyaluronic acid with
hyaluronidase before getting any
treatment.

with practitioners on the rise, clinics
are purchasing cheap or 'fake' dermal
fillers in order to try and offer
competitive pricing. These products are
often contaminated with non sterile
substances such as hair gel snd
permanent silicone. As medical
practitioners have no idea what is in
the product - allergic reactions and
infections and be impossible to treat
leading to severe consequences such as
blindness. Filler often leaves lumps that
distort the face and can only be
removed surgically leaving deep
scarring. As tempting as it is to save
some money - please don't risk your
face. The scars are forever! Ask what
product is being used and do your
research!

SHARING ISN'T
CARING
If your practitioner is offering to share your syringe with
a friend then run a mile!!! A syringe shared ( regardless
if the needle is changed or not ) can lead to the
spreading of all blood borne pathogens. When an injector
injects he/she will commonly pull back on the needle to
ensure he/she is not working within a vessel and this
practise alone can cause blood to enter the syringe.
Changing the needle will not protect against this.
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FREE RETOUCH?
Think again! Lets face it - you never get
something for nothing. If you are being
offered a free retouch within a few
weeks of the procedure to correct any
asymmetries make sure you watch your
practitioner open a fresh syringe just
for you. Sadly rogue practitioners have
been found to keep ' spare syringes ' on
the side that they share amongst
patients who require small tweaks - in
order to save some money! this can
cause spread of blood borne diseases.

ITS AN
INVESTMENT
Lets face it - lifes tough. We have bills to pay, mouths to
feed and clothes to buy! Ladies - we hear you! So don't
let anyone sell you a dream. Dermal filler ( especially
lips - can take up to 3 sessions to build. We recommend 3
sessions 6 weeks apart followed by annual top ups. Not
cheap eh!? We're not saying it isn't totally worth it - but
just make sure its in the budget before you start to avoid
wasting money on one session and never returning!

YOUR BOYFRIEND WON'T
DUMP YOU
Times have changed - and so has the technology to
go with it. Here at Kiss we use pioneering
techniques that allow us to create undetectable
results should this be your desire. They don't have
to be noticeable - it can be our secret. ( Be sure to
book 0.5ml for the most subtle result and avoid
him for 24 hours to allow the swelling to go down
). Owner - Antonia Knowles
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PAY FOR SKILL NOT ML
You are not paying for a product - you are
paying for a medical procedure to be carried
out safely, with minimal risk, for aseptic
techniques to be used and to ensure low risk of
life damaging complications. You are paying
for the years of experience training/ university
fees and medical school. You are paying to be
in the safest possible hands - and to be cared
for. At Kiss we have a dedicated team of
Doctors, Nurses and Technicians who
recognise complications, prescribe medications
and treat you throughout your journey should
you need it. Do not pay cheap - it is your face.

NO CONSULT NO TREATMENT
Quite frankly - anyone can get any
treatment - but whether or not the
patient needs the treatment in hand is
open to debate! Never sit on the couch
without a full and thorough
consultation. Jawlines are a fantastic
example ... on the right person they look
brilliant! But truth is - not many are
truly suitable for them. Don't risk
wasting your money and make sure a
full and thorough consultation is
carried out prior to going ahead. Here
at Kiss we regularly turn patients away
or advise alternative procedures to suit
their face shape. Don't let someone take
your money for the wrong reasons!
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WE CAN'T FIX
YOU
We can enhance your natural features
and make you the best possible version
of yourself - but we can't change you.
Please remember no face
is symmetrical and very rarely can this
be corrected entirely. Love yourself for
you - fillers aren't the answer to your
happiness- but they can be the cute
little cherry on top!

